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Overview of Topics and Developments

• Basics and General Lay of the Land
• Hughes v. Northwestern University
• Proprietary Funds
• Delegated Fiduciary Services
• Target Date Funds
• Protecting Participant Data
• ESG and Other Issues
• Arbitration Agreements
• Actuarial Equivalence Litigation
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Basics and General Lay of the Land

• ERISA fee/expense litigation has evolved materially over the past 15 years.
• ERISA § 404(a)(1):  A fiduciary has a duty to act prudently and loyally. 

– Prudence: Fiduciary must act “with the care, skill, prudence, and diligence under the 
circumstances then prevailing that a prudent man acting in a like capacity and familiar 
with such matters would use in the conduct of an enterprise of a like character and 
with like aims.”

• Historically, most fee/expense class actions assert several common challenges:
– Excessive administrative/recordkeeping fees (incl. challenges to “revenue sharing”)
– Failure to move to lower-cost share classes of the same fund
– Failure to use lower-cost vehicles (e.g., CITs or separately managed accounts)
– Failure to monitor and remove “underperforming” funds, esp. actively managed funds
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Basics and General Lay of the Land

• More recently, ERISA class-action litigation has exploded.
– In 2020, plaintiffs filed more than 100 new cases. 
– Nearly 50 new cases were filed in 2021, which still exceeded the total filed in 2019.
– The first two months of 2022 do not indicate a significant slowdown.

• New plaintiffs’ firms have entered the mix. 
• Plaintiffs have moved “downstream.”  No longer targeting only huge plans. 
• More cases are surviving a motion to dismiss than in the past.  

– The MTD often is a key battleground in an ERISA fee/expense lawsuits.
– Surviving a MTD means full-fledged litigation, including class-action discovery and 

ESI.  This can create settlement leverage given material costs and burdens.
– Defendants had some success in obtaining dismissal of the initial wave of ERISA 

complaints.  But as the theories have evolved, this is becoming increasingly difficult.

• More settlements, in turn, generally incentivize more lawsuits.
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Basics and General Lay of the Land

• Plaintiffs continue to assert similar core challenges, but have adjusted their theories 
as courts, plan sponsors, and the market continue to react.  

• For example:
– The purportedly “reasonable” recordkeeping fee alleged in complaints continues to decline.  

Some allege a plan should have paid as low as $15 or $20 per participant.
– The existing recordkeeping fee of plans being sued is declining.  Some complaints concede 

a plan pays only $40 to $50 per participant—but allege this is still excessive.
– Increased focus on target date funds (TDFs) and other options with the most plan assets.
– Peeling back the “layers.”  Plaintiffs are challenging costs below the top-level expense ratios 

(e.g., for third parties or underlying services), claiming those portions are unreasonable.

• As discussed below, over time there has been an increasing focus on “proprietary” 
funds, products, or services as well.
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Hughes v. Northwestern Univ. (Supreme Court)

• As noted, the MTD stage can be pivotal in ERISA fee/expense lawsuits.  Practitioners thus hoped 
the Supreme Court would provide clarity on the appropriate pleading standard in such cases.

• Northwestern is one of 20+ private universities sued under ERISA since fall 2016.
– These cases involve familiar theories from 401(k) litigation—but applied to circumstances unique to 

many 403(b) plans, which historically offered annuities and, therefore, often used multiple 
recordkeepers.

– N.D. Ill. granted Northwestern’s MTD in full.  The Seventh Circuit affirmed.
o This created tension—if not a true conflict—with other circuits.  See Sweda v. Univ. of Penn. (3d 

Cir.) (reversing dismissal and remanding similar lawsuit); Davis v. Wash. Univ. in St. Louis (8th Cir.) 
(affirming dismissal of several claims but remanding plaintiffs’ fee-based claims).

– Seventh Circuit: held that allegations that lower fees may be available, or that lower-cost funds could 
have been offered, are insufficient to state a plausible fiduciary breach.
o Among other factors, the court cited the availability of numerous low-cost options, including index 

funds, which participants were free to select if that is what they preferred.
o The court also agreed with the district court’s observation that Northwestern had several lawful 

explanations for Plaintiffs’ allegations—including many appearing in the complaint itself.  E.g., that 
offering two recordkeepers allowed the Plan to offer a popular fixed-annuity option.  
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Hughes v. Northwestern Univ. (Supreme Court)

• The Supreme Court granted certiorari in July 2021.  
• Question presented:  Whether allegations that a plan paid fees substantially above those of other 

investment options or services are enough to state a fiduciary breach under ERISA?
• As noted, many hoped the Supreme Court would clarify the pleading standards for these claims.

– Plaintiffs generally do not have insight into a fiduciary’s process for monitoring fees or funds, the proper focus of an 
alleged fiduciary breach (rather than the results of that process).

– Plaintiffs thus must allege facts about the plan and its investments or fees that would allow a reasonable inference
that the fiduciaries acted imprudently or breached their duties.

– But how does a plaintiff do this within the framework established in Iqbal/Twombly?  
– Typically, alleging facts that are equally consistent with both unlawful and lawful conduct are not sufficient to 

nudge a claim across the line from “possible” to “plausible.”
– Likewise, alleging actions for which there is an “obvious alternative explanation” should not suffice.
– Is it enough to allege that other funds had lower fees or performed better? Or that the plan could have secured a 

lower recordkeeping fee?  A plaintiff could make such allegations in nearly every case.
– Or must a plaintiff allege a “meaningful comparator” or some other objective benchmark that leads to a 

reasonable inference that the plan at issue was mismanaged or handled materially differently?  
– What would that mean or require?  May a court evaluate whether a proffered comparator is appropriate or 

“meaningful” at the MTD stage, with no discovery?  
– What materials beyond the complaint may a court consider in resolving a MTD?
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Hughes v. Northwestern Univ. (Supreme Court)

• On January 24, 2022, the Supreme Court issued a five-page, 8-0 ruling.  
• The Court first cited Tibble v. Edison Intl. (2016), which held that a fiduciary has 

an ongoing duty to monitor each plan investment and remove imprudent ones.  
• The Court then framed the Seventh Circuit’s holding as focusing “exclusively” on 

“investor choice,” because it suggested a fiduciary can avoid liability by offering 
numerous low-cost or otherwise prudent funds, even if other funds are imprudent.

• The Court held that such a “categorical rule” was “inconsistent with the context-
specific inquiry that ERISA requires.”  

• The Court concluded by recognizing:  
– “At times, the circumstances facing an ERISA fiduciary will implicate difficult tradeoffs, and 

courts must give due regard to the range of reasonable judgments a fiduciary may make 
based on her experience and expertise.”

• The Court did not hold that the complaint itself states a plausible claim under 
ERISA, but rather rejected the Seventh Circuit’s reasoning and remanded to it for 
further consideration in light of the Court’s opinion.
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Proprietary Fund Litigation

• Plan sponsors that also offer investment management or related services have 
been a prime target for ERISA fee/expense litigation.
– Particularly where they include their own products or services in their company plan.

• Claims frequently challenge:
– Affiliated products

– E.g., registered mutual funds, CITs, separate accounts, or insurance products
– Affiliated service providers

– Investment manager, recordkeeper, trustee/custodian, broker, or advisor/consultant
– Participant-level investment advice or other “add-on” services or products
– Employee IRAs or other non-plan services or products
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Proprietary Fund Litigation

• Fiduciary Breach – Prudence/Loyalty
– Plaintiffs allege that an affiliated fiduciary is biased in favor of the plan sponsor’s 

products or services, or that they selected a proprietary fund or provider to generate 
revenue for the company, not in the plan participants’ best interests or because the 
option was the “best” available in the broader market.

• Prohibited Transaction Claims
– ERISA Section 406 prohibits various transactions between or among a fiduciary, plan, 

and/or “party-in-interest” to the plan.  

• “Seeding” Allegations
– If a proprietary fund or service is adopted early by the company’s own plan, Plaintiffs 

often allege this was done to “seed” the fund or establish credibility for the service, in 
order to better market the product to other investors or clients.

• At this point, most major financial services companies have been subject to 
some variation of ERISA fee/expense claims re: proprietary funds or services.
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Delegated Fiduciary Litigation

• Something of an off-shoot of more traditional proprietary-fund ERISA litigation.
• Litigation and exposure has motivated some sponsors to consider a 3(38) delegated fiduciary.

– Unlike a 3(21) investment consultant/advisor, a 3(38) fiduciary assumes full responsibility and authority 
for selecting a plan’s investment options. 

– Several large plan consultants also offer 3(38) solutions – including Mercer, Aon, Russell, among others.  
– Many utilize their existing manager research and “best ideas” for advising plans as a 3(21) advisor to 

create their own diversified mixed-manager collective investment trusts (CITs) or other solutions.
• Plaintiffs are challenging this model and suing these firms directly, with their appointing plan 

sponsors.  
– Allegations include that CITs are “proprietary,” and the 3(38) manager selected them because they are 

affiliated, not because they are the best option in the market for a given plan.
– Lack of a sufficient performance history for the CITs (despite that subadvisors often have long records).
– Underperformance or flawed asset allocation.

• See, e.g., Reetz v. Lowe’s (W.D.N.C.).  One of several lawsuits against Aon, along with Lowe’s, which 
selected Aon as 3(38) manager.  Lowe’s settled before trial.  Aon prevailed on all claims.  

• See, e.g., Johnson v. Russell Inv. Mgmt. (W.D. Wash.).  Lawsuit against Russell only—not plan 
sponsor Royal Caribbean—challenging investment decisions after being appointed as 3(38) fiduciary.
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Target Date Fund Challenges

• Target Date Funds (TDFs) have become increasingly popular litigation targets, as 
plaintiffs are claiming they are too expensive, underperforming, or both.
– Plaintiffs have challenged TDFs from several large fund managers, including T. Rowe Price, 

Fidelity, Northern Trust, Wells Fargo, among others.
– Not entirely surprising, as TDFs often are a plan’s default option and hold substantial assets.

• TDFs can be more difficult to monitor, as there are more variables to consider.
– TDFs often are differentiated by their “glide-path strategy” (GPS), in addition to overall 

performance. Consider whether a GPS aligns with the employer’s specific workforce, or if the 
manager sticks to its GPS.  Deviations on these points could create litigation risk.

– How best to benchmark performance (indices, peer funds, underlying component funds, etc.).
– May consider participant communications about the TDFs.  E.g., a need for more education, 

such as participants who use multiple TDFs, or who hold a TDF plus a mix of other funds.
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Claims re: Protecting Participant Data

• Seeing increasing ERISA claims regarding a plan’s participant data, including allegations that:  
– (1) Such data should not be used for non-plan purposes, and 
– (2) A plan fiduciary took insufficient measures to protect sensitive or confidential participant data.

• Recent complaints have alleged that plan participant data is a valuable “plan asset” under ERISA.
– If correct:  fiduciaries must treat “plan assets” consistent with ERISA’s fiduciary duties, including data.
– Plaintiffs claim this means fiduciaries must restrict a vendor’s ability to use participant data for its own 

purposes beyond the plan (e.g., “cross-selling” other financial products outside of the plan).
• Courts that have considered this issue have rejected the theory, so far…

– See, e.g., Harmon v. Shell Oil Co. (S.D. Tex. 2021). Recordkeeper was not ERISA “fiduciary” based on 
control of plan data because neither DOL regulations nor ordinary notions of property rights support 
finding data is a plan asset.

– See, e.g., Divane v. Northwestern Univ. (7th Cir. 2019).  Affirming dismissal of claims that 
Northwestern acted imprudently by allowing TIAA access to participant information.

• Still, Ps find ways to incorporate cross-selling allegations, such as claiming a fiduciary should 
account for additional compensation a recordkeeper receives from cross-selling when negotiating a 
plan’s fee.
– Plaintiffs often also seek nonmonetary relief during settlement negotiations, demanding that a sponsor 

or fiduciary prohibit cross-selling by a plan recordkeeper as part of a package of settlement terms.
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Claims re: Protecting Participant Data

• Cybersecurity Concerns
– Starting to see lawsuits alleging an ERISA breach of fiduciary duty for failing to adequately protect plan participant 

accounts from cyberattacks or hacking.
– See, e.g., Berman v. Estee Lauder Inc. (N.D. Cal.)

o ~$90,000 stolen from 401(k) account.  P sued several Ds (employer, plan committee, recordkeeper, trustee), claiming 
breach of fiduciary duties, primarily re: safeguards for distributions from accounts.

o Settled for an undisclosed amount.
– Bartnett v. Abbott Labs., Alight Sols. (N.D. Ill.)

o Identity thief took $245,000 from 401(k) account.  Plaintiff sued a similar roster of defendants (employer, plan 
administrator, third-party recordkeeper) alleging a fiduciary breach.

o Court dismissed claims vs. Abbott and the plan administrator, finding no facts that they acted as fiduciaries for this 
purpose or had any control or knowledge of the alleged breach.

o But the court allowed claims vs. the recordkeeper to survive, as it oversaw the unauthorized distribution.

• Plan-wide data breaches may also give rise to class-action claims
– E.g., Gilbert v. AFTRA Retirement Fund (S.D.N.Y):  Plaintiffs asserted various state-law claims against multi-employer 

pension fund after a cyber-attack that allegedly compromised participants’ addresses, birth dates, driver’s license 
numbers, state ID numbers, financial or banking information, health insurance numbers, SSNs, and email addresses.

• Note: the DOL published guidance in April 2021 that included “best practices” and tips with respect to 
protecting confidential participant data and online information, including when hiring providers.
– It is possible litigation could increase as sponsors and fiduciaries implement this guidance (or not…).
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ESG and Related Issues

• Another recent trend that may create ERISA litigation risk is an increased focus on investment 
options that involve an ESG initiative or focus.
– ESG = Environmental, Social, and Governance.  In short, it reflects an array of non-financial factors 

that investors may use to evaluate a security or other investment option, focusing things such as 
sustainability, corruption, human rights, or diversity.

– Fiduciaries who offer such options could face litigation risk, insofar as selection of such funds is driven 
by these factors but not maximizing investment returns (and, therefore, participants’ retirement 
savings).  

– Of course, these objectives are not mutually exclusive.
• In October 2020, the Trump DOL issued a rule that required plan fiduciaries to consider only 

“pecuniary factors” in making investment decisions.  
– Defined generally as factors expected to have a material effect on the risk and/or return of an 

investment.
• In October 2021, however, the Biden DOL released a proposed rule that would amend this 

regulation, thereby eliminating the requirement that fiduciaries consider only “pecuniary factors.” 
• Instead, the rule would allow consideration of any factor “that, depending on the facts and 

circumstances, is material to the risk-return analysis.”  
– The proposed rule specifically includes ESG factors as examples of such facts/circumstances.
– In short, then, a fiduciary may prudently consider ESG factors—but should not subordinate 

participants’ interests in their retirement income or the plan’s financial benefits in doing so.
– The DOL is currently soliciting comments about the proposed rule.
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Arbitration Agreements

• Several courts have grappled recently with enforceability of arbitration agreements to ERISA fiduciary 
breach claims under Section 502—particularly agreements with a class action waiver that require 
individual arbitration.

• Claims under ERISA § 502(a)(2) and (3) are ostensibly brought on behalf of the plan, not an individual 
claim by participants. This raises the question of if/when an individual participant can be compelled to 
arbitrate.

• Dorman v. Charles Schwab Corp., 934 F.3d 1107 (9th Cir. 2019)
– Affirming order compelling individual arbitration of ERISA claims, where agreement and class waiver were in the plan 

itself, meaning the plan agreed to arbitrate its claims.

• Smith v. Bd. of Dirs. of Triad Mfg., Inc., 13 F.4th 613 (7th Cir. 2021)
– Finding that arbitration provision in an ESOP was unenforceable because it limited the relief available under ERISA to 

the individual P, meaning it denied the statutory right to seek relief on behalf of the plan, including equitable and other 
remedial relief. (But purporting not to conflict with Dorman based on the arbitration provision at issue.)

• District courts continue to consider these approaches.
– See, e.g., Holmes v. Baptist Health S. Fla. (S.D. Fla. Jan. 20, 2022).  Granting a motion to compel individual arbitration 

of ERISA 502(a) claims, where the plan itself included a class action waiver and limited any relief under ERISA 502(a) 
and 409 (the provision authorizing relief for a fiduciary breach) to individual relief (i.e., not plan-wide monetary relief).  

– The court reasoned that plan-wide monetary relief is only available if a P brings a class action.  But class action waivers 
are permissible—meaning the waiver of any remedies that are only available via a class action are too.

• Individual arbitration agreements raise several practical concerns and considerations for plan sponsors 
and fiduciaries. There are advantages to avoiding class action exposure—but there are also downsides to 
inviting arbitrators to resolve complex ERISA disputes that may apply to other participants or litigants.
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Actuarial Equivalence Litigation

• Since 2018, a wave of lawsuits were filed against large employers (including 
Pepsi, U.S. Bank, AT&T, UPS, American Airlines, and MetLife) alleging that the 
conversion factors applied to participants’ pension benefits violate ERISA and 
the Treasury Regulations.  

• The complaints challenge the factors used to convert a participant’s accrued 
benefit (as a single life annuity at age 65) into other forms: (1) a joint and 
survivor annuity, and/or (2) an early retirement benefit taken before age 65.

• Plaintiffs claim the plans’ conversion factors are based on unreasonable, out-of-
date actuarial assumptions (mortality table and interest rates).  

• Plaintiffs thus allege that they are not receiving the true actuarial equivalent of 
their accrued benefit, thereby suffering an unlawful forfeiture.
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Actuarial Equivalence Litigation

• Litigation has produced mixed results so far.
• Some have been dismissed (but for more technical than substantive reasons):

– E.g., DuBuske v. PepsiCo., Inc. (S.D.N.Y.); Scott v. AT&T Servs. (N.D. Cal.) (however, an 
amended complaint survived); Brown v. UPS (N.D. Ga.)

• Several have proceeded to discovery:
– E.g., Masten v. MetLife (S.D.N.Y.); Smith v. U.S. Bancorp (D. Minn.)

• A few have settled:
– See, e.g., Cruz v. Raytheon Co. (D. Mass.)

• Class certification is becoming a key battleground:
– E.g., Torres v. Am. Airlines (N.D. Tex.) (class cert denied); U.S. Bancorp (D. Minn.) (same)
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